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How do you “do” the gospel? This is one of the most important pastoral questions to ask.  

In response, there is a dual concern from the Lutheran Confessions; 

1. Comfort troubled consciences. 

2. Magnify Christ (i.e. don’t bury Christ, see Melanchthon’s phrase in Apology 4:18) 

We must do both. The goal of our proclamation must be this to comfort the troubled and 

magnify Christ. This is to be the goal of our sermons. This is why we take great care to 

distinguish between law and gospel. 

If we do not achieve this dual goal, what is our presupposition then? 

There has got to be a death to the old Adam, and a radical “at the roots change” to bury him 

so that new life can come. 

 

In the “Bondage of the Will” the will always rebels like in the Garden of Eden. 

Luther, in his debate with Erasmus, talked of “the things above” that the human will always 

wants to dabble in.  

We need to close off that option with a death. 

Our will always chooses to rebel. We are bound. 

The other presupposition is that we model Christ. 

 

It sets up a condition and is a ‘law verb’. 

It is adverbial, conditional theology. 

The “if” covenant is a very scary covenant. Baptism is not an if covenant. 

The law demands and threatens. 

Every time you put an “if” statement in, you are demanding something. 

“If you believe” you are threatening. 

Things above and Things below 

The Bondage of the Will does not apply to “the things below”. That’s what Luther 

distinguished. 



Lutheran anthropology is different from Roman Catholic anthropology. We do not have to 

do something. Faith is not formed by love, in the sense that we need to add something to 

faith. 

Really sincere faith drives the person to their own selves. Do you really, truly believe, 

repent? The conscience cannot win. It ultimately leads the person to anger or despair. 

The gospel induces faith. 

Adverbial theology assumes that we do something and can do something. 

Help lies outside ourselves even in the regenerate. Any preaching that says the opposite is 

law preaching. 

The sacraments are great in this respect. The gospel is addressed to bound sins, and you 

don’t get bound sinners free by saying “Do this” or “do that”. Because they simply can’t. 

Our temptation is always to focus on the process. We have to reconcile ourselves to the 

truth that we have to struggle while we have life, and the struggle is healthy.  

 


